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If the SACS/Bishops rugby match is the oldest fixture in the country, then the 

hockey fixture must also rate as being very old indeed. And so it was that we 

travelled down the road to below-the-line Bishops and, in wonderful weather, 

were treated to some great hockey. Our hosts were, as always, friendly and 

welcoming, and even had a log fire going in their clubhouse! 

The results were a bit of a mixed bag, but our U14As and U16As kept their 

unbeaten records intact. 

Many will feel that the First XI were the unluckiest team on the planet on Friday 

night as the ball would simply not go into the back of the goals, despite many 

attempts. The hockey gods were smiling on the opposition. 

This weekend we take on Rondebosch in what is always a tough and hard-

fought-for fixture. 

Please do come out and support the boys in this, the penultimate fixture of the 

season. 

Here are the coaches’ match reports: 

1st XI: 

The scoreline doesn’t always cover the whole story of the game and I feel this 

game told this narrative. We pressed well at the start of the game and had 

some good 23 entries (times we were in possession and crossed the opposition 

23m line). However, a fast counter attack led to a penalty corner against us, 

which was saved well by Luke D’Aguair on the left post (photo below), only for 

it to rebound to a Bishops player and put the ball back past Thomas 

Brocklehurst and into the SACS net. Unfortunately, Luke badly injured his finger 

in the process of making the save, which saw the end of his game and also his 

season.  

 

 



This left us having to shift personnel around in the formation. Sam Gildenhuys 

played into the midfield pocket. To see Luke leave the field for hospital left the 

team a little shell shocked and it wasn’t until the second quarter that they 

regained their composure. SACS produced some really great hockey to work 

the ball into the opposition 23 on several occasions but a long over head to 

relieve pressure from Bishops was controversially converted into a penalty 

stroke after an outstanding tackle by Tom van Niekerk. Brocklehurst was 

beaten high above his head to leave the score 0-2 at half time.  

 

The half time team talk centred 

around being more precise as well 

as clinical in the final area of the 

pitch and although SACS 

continued to gain 23 entry after 23 

entry we couldn’t work the ball 

into the opposition goal. Another 

against the run of play break away 

led to Bishops star player scoring 

his second goal of the game. A 

flurry of penalty corners were 

unconverted (Nate Ansell rattled 

the crossbar and Bishops GK made 

many good saves) until Tom van 

Niekerk  (below) slapped the ball 

from the left shoulder of the D to 

make the score 1-3. However, 

Bishops again countered right at the end of the game to leave the score 1-4 

(star player hat-trick).  

 

SACS had a 

total of 56 

23m-entries 

during the 

game, 9 

penalty 

corners and 

only 1 green 

card. Bishops 

had 18 23m-

entries during 

the game, 1 

penalty corner and 3 cards. However, the main statistic that counts is goals for 

vs goals against, and Bishops were just that more clinical with their chances 

compared to SACS - something to work upon in the coming week in training.  



2nd XI: 

 

The team had to improve on their performance from last week. It was 

important that we had to show our presence at the start of the match. The 

tempo of the match was high and we dominated the early part of the game. 

As the half developed, the advantage change sides a few times. Greg Hoyle 

made some good saves in the first half which prevented Bishops taking a lead. 

We also created opportunities but were not successful. 

The team had worked hard to limit Bishops build up options around the field in 

the first half. 

 

In the second half we dropped our play and allowed Bishops too many 

passing options. Greg Hoyle saved two exceptional shots at goal that would 

have changed the match and frustrated Bishops. Our goal came from very 

good counter play as Bishops was pushing up in attack. James Macdonald 

(above) eliminated the defender on the base line and calmly beat the 

goalkeeper to put us in the lead. The celebration from the goal showed what 

it meant to the players.  

Bishops kept coming at us, but the team were resolute in their defence. 

Unfortunately a pass in the circle deflected off one of our sticks and Ibrahim 

Mahmood and Greg Hoyle tried in vain to keep the looping ball out of the 

goals. The final result was a 1-1 draw. A much improved performance from the 

team. I hope the players keep up this level of commitment for our final two 

matches.   

 



 

 



3rd XI: 

The Thirsty Thirds showed grit and determination this Saturday. The gents were 

determined to turn around a performance that had us irritated and unsettled 

the previous weekend. We further built upon Mr Peverley's suggestions and 

continued the same drills as the week previously; to really cement our 

understanding of how to work them during game time. As the week 

progressed we were unfortunate to lose three men to illness and absenteeism, 

so our backs were up against the wall! Credit to the team as this brought a lot 

of focus to player's roles and how we needed to support each other on the 

pitch.  

 

Two fourth team members helped us rest weary legs during the match and did 

well to play at a high tempo after just having finished their game. Our game 

got off to the best start possible with a very early goal as our forwards worked 

the press to perfection. There were many moments in the match where a ball 

from the Bishops defence was intercepted. It was a good sign of positional 

awareness by each forward. Reuben Allies was joined by Kane Gibson on the 

score card as we controlled possession and didn't rush our passing in the 

opposition half. Nicholas Findlay played as the low-hanging centre half with 

Michael Willig having the opportunity to roam.  

 

This worked very well, with Nicholas bringing a sense of calm to the final 

defensive quarter. Reuben Allies was swept off his feet by the Bishops 

goalkeeper after a scintillating passing movement from midfield. This gave 

Michael Willig the chance to make it a final 3-0 win.  

 

Nirav Roy played out of his socks and slipped dangerous through-balls onto 

the forwards. It was a good weekend, but we look ahead to the next. One 

excellent performance can sometimes do more harm than good. We will 

need to stay focused and train hard to prove that we can do much the same 

again.   

 

4th XI: 

 

What an impressive game of hockey! I was very impressed with the standard 

of hockey produced by both schools. This was without a doubt the best 4th 

team match I have ever watched. 

In the first half SACS held the upper hand and were awarded five short corners. 

The execution was very slick, but unfortunately we were unable to convert, 

despite coming very close a few times. Bishops also had their moments and 

forced a few very good saves from Christopher Naidoo. Half time score 0 – 0. 



In the second half Bishops kept us under pressure for most of the half. We still 

created three more opportunities via short corners and had a field chance 

from Hlumani Msutu saved off the line. Still no goals though. 

Bishops managed to score via a well-struck field chance and then scrambled 

another in shortly afterwards. Unfortunately we were unable to reply and the 

final score remained 2 – 0 to Bishops. 

5th XI: 

One of the oldest school boy derbies in South Africa was upon us once again. 

This eagerly anticipated derby between SACS and Bishops sure didn't 

disappoint. The U19E team came into this game with a great run of form, 

winning most of their previous games. But Bishops were just as ambitious 

resulting in a titanic clash.  

The game started off really well for SACS as they got an early lead. Bishops 

responded well by applying a lot of pressure on SACS's defence. SACS was 

alert to the counter attack opportunities and quickly converted an 

opportunity into their second goal. Bishops continued to apply the pressure 

and were soon rewarded with their first goal.  

The second half continued in the same fashion with both sides pushing each 

other to their limit. SACS had a few good opportunities to score but just weren't 

clinical enough to convert. Bishops capitalized on these missed opportunities 

with an equalizing goal of their own. The momentum shifted and for the 

remaining minutes of the game Bishops pegged SACS back into their own half.  

In the dying embers of the game Bishops got a short corner which resulted in 

a missed shot but a goal line scuffle. In that scuffle a kind deflection helped 

Bishops score their third and win the game 3-2.  

U16A: 

On Friday we took on Bishops for 

the fourth and final time. The 

game lived up to its expectations 

as fast flowing hockey was played 

by both sides. Bishops dominated 

the first quarter but our stoic 

defence and superb 

performances from the likes of 

Matthew May ensured that 

nothing too dangerous came the 

the way of Gian Luca Virisimo.  

 



As the game progressed, the boys started to take control of the fixture. James 

Royden Turner had an absolute cracker up front and it was from his classy finish 

that we took the lead. To their credit, Bishops played some really good hockey 

and it was a classic back and forth, with both teams fighting for ascendency. 

Thankfully, we were more clinical up front and tighter at the back than our 

counterparts.  

 

 
 

The highlight of the game was when Mike McGaw scored from a chance 

created by fast counter attacking hockey. This buried Bishops as the gap now 

was too big to close, both psychologically and physically. The boys can be 

very proud of the clinical performance that they put together against very 

tough opposition.  

 

It is also worth stating that dinners at the Holmes family have never been 

sweeter, as four victories from four games have significantly silenced my 

“Bishops brother”.  

 

Goal scorers: James Royden Turner, Mike McGaw.  

 

U16B: 

 

The U16B boys put in a game to remember. After coming from 3-1 down in the 

past away game against Bishops, the boys decided it was time to turn on the 

heat in the next game, and they sure did. By the end of the first half it was 5-0 

with goals coming from all over, and the first goal being scored within the first 

40 seconds of the game.  



The second half however did not have as many goals but surely had the 

opportunity. With only four goals being scored in the second half, one being 

a consolation goal for the Bishops boys, nothing could be taken away from 

the absolute brilliance and class of the other three goals which were scored.  

The game ended in the SACS boys destroying their opposition 8-1. With the 

number of goals scored, even the boys began to lose count of who scored. 

We managed to figure it out and goals were scored by Jadon Petersen, Kaden 

Soloman, Reece Alperstein , Michael Jennings and Adrian Strydom. On that 

note too, Adrian was awarded man of the match with 6 assists. Absolute 

legends! 

U16C: 

It was a disruptive week leading up to the u16c match versus Bishops, with 

inclement weather and boys being involved in school activities that clashed 

with practice times.  

Going into the match, the SACS team soon showed that they were 

underprepared to face a very good and well improved Bishops side. Bishops 

moved the ball well and had some excellent interplay which just seemed to 

get the better of SACS. SACS struggled to gain the same momentum, as poor 

passes constantly gave the ball back to Bishops which they then used to 

create more opportunities.  

SACS went down 4-0 and will once again be looking to bounce back from 

another defeat. The team has already put in a good practice session in the 

rain and wind on Tuesday evening, showing that they are determined to get 

a win over Rondebosch this weekend. 

U16D: 

Our game against Bishops was early on Saturday morning in cold and gloomy 

conditions on the Brewery astro. It was a good game that lived up to 

everything one hopes for from a Southern Suburbs derby encounter. We were 

happy to come out victorious this time. 

 

The first half saw both teams taking even shares of possession and good shots 

at goals, but neither team was able to score. I was happy to see the boys 

working well together and that the passing was much improved from last 

week. 

 

The second half carried on where the first half left off until Bishops was first to 

score by squeezing a ball past the keeper early in the half. After that we took 

more control of the game and a great team effort paid off in a goal scored 

by Muddathir Firfirey.  



  

  

  

 



 

With the score on 1-1, both teams were eager for a win. Bishops fumbled a 

short corner but we did not; with 2 minutes left on the clock, Mpho Ndlovu and 

David Ducray's quick thinking gave us the lead. It was a well-earned 2-1 victory 

for us. 

 

Well done boys on a great game. Bring on Rondebosch and Wynberg who 

we lost narrowly to last term. 

 

U15A: 

 

After a hard-fought win at home in the first fixture vs Bishops, the team knew 

they had a tough encounter away vs a well-drilled team with a special 

mention to Luke Slingsby who made his u15A team debut.  

The team started off on the front foot with numerous chances created through 

well worked attacking play, but ended up not being put away. The first half 

was all SACS and frustration grew with not putting the ball in the back of the 

net.  

The second half began in complete contrast to the first with Bishops coming 

out firing and also creating numerous chances, but Matthew Thompson was 

on top form in goals. The game evened out and the deadlock was broken 

with a SACS goal. This caused a frenzy towards the end of the game and 

Bishops bagged a scrappy goal with just five minutes left on the clock. More 

chances were created for SACS, but it just wasn’t the day for the strikers. The 

score remained at 1-1 and the team looks forward to Rondebosch on Friday. 

 

U14A: 

 

The match between the U14A teams started with both teams out of touch. It 

took a while for the game to settle down and for SACS to find their passing 

game. Shuaib Sulaiman opened the scoring with a circle mish-mash tap-in. 

Bishops responded with a long run 

from their own half that SACS 

couldn’t get a handle on, and a soft 

knock past a hapless Rogan 

Stirk levelled the match at 1 - 1.  This 

spurred SACS on and Dean 

Carrick responded with a rebound 

goal and Thomas 

Stewart converted a drag-flick from 



a penalty corner to end the half at 3 -1.  

In the second half the SACS team started finding each other and goals 

ensued. Liam Haupt finished another end zone melee, followed by Josh 

Opperman bursting through the defence to score. Shuaib Sulaiman then got 

a second goal by calmly and expertly rounding the keeper to finish into the 

open goal.  

 

The highlight of the match was SACS’ last goal where a string of passes from 

SACS found the right half, Luke Salters, free on the circle edge. In an unusual 

position and with his team mates’ encouragement, Luke smashed the ball 

high into the net. The match finished 7 – 1 to SACS. 

U14B: 

Coming into the week of training before the game against Bishops. The 

emphasis was on "bounce back ability" after our first loss against Pual Roos 

Gimnasium. Bishops were also not going to make it easy because they were 

looking to make a comeback after SACS won the first fixture earlier in the 

season. 

SACS were the stronger team on paper. If they played well as a team, they 

would most certainly get the 3 points. The first half was a highly competitive 

half, both teams getting having the fair stages of possession. Bishops however 



only could create a few chances in the first half with their possession. This was 

because the defensive structure of SACS was very good, creating multiple 

turnovers in the midfield off Bishop’s build up play.  

SACS were good on the counter off these turnovers but could not get the ball 

in the net. These chances either went wide of goal or were straight at the 

keeper. SACS also had two short corners in the first half but they were well 

defended by bishops. The score was 0-0 at the end of the first half. 

  

The game plan in the second half was just to be more composed on the ball 

in the attacking D and to aim for the corners of the goal. The rest was really 

good and the players implemented the game plan really well, which was 

positive.  

In the second half SACS scored early through Caelen Bright tap in at far post. 

This was off build up play from the back. The ball was played into the midfield 

and then down the right channel. The ball then went to the CF Nathan Venter 

posting up who then played the ball to the Right Wing Leseli Martel. Leseli then 

dribbled the ball into the D to then lay off a pass to Caelen who slapped the 

ball into the goals. It was a very well worked goal from the u14 B team.  

After being a goal up, the boys needed to not lose focus. The game was still 

not over. Bishops started to create pressure by high pressing SACS's defensive 

off the baseline free hit. SACS were then sucked into playing the long ball 

which worked 60 percent of the time. Bishops then created short corners by 

intercepting the long balls from the back and counter attacking.  

The defence of SACS however was solid and kept the ball away from the 

goals. SACS then scored off a short corner with 3 minutes to go. Ryan Dawson 

drag pushed the ball from top D into the bottom right corner to make the 

score line 2-0 up to SACS. Bishops showed some fight though getting a short 

corner towards the end of the game but, yet again, could not score. The 

game ended 2-0 up to SACS. SACS did really well and showed great 

determination to put out a great result. 

U14C: 

On Friday afternoon, the U14C hockey boys took on Bishops on our home turf. 

The first half saw the team spending much of their time under a lot of pressure 

from the opposition and the boys were struggling to keep their form and 

position. 10 minutes into the game, Bishops scored a goal. Although 

disappointed, it was clear that our boys were pushed into action, and they 

revved up their performance as we approached half time.  

Unfortunately, even after a powerful team talk at half time, Bishops managed 

to sneak in a second goal before the end of the game. Our boys felt very 

disappointed, but it was clear to them by the end that they could see where 



they were going wrong. They have subsequently spent much of this week 

training hard for this coming week's match against Rondebosch, focusing on 

what they did poorly last week. We look forward to a successful next game.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


